Please complete this form by computer only. A handwritten form will not be accepted

Summary of Details for a Candidate for an Excellence Scholarship – Graduate Studies

Candidate’s name: ______________________ Supervisor’s name: ______________________

Research area: ________________________________________________________________

Research topic: ________________________________________________________________

Current degree: M.Sc. / Ph.D. / direct track Research topic approved: Yes/No 

Passed candidacy exam: Yes/No

Current weighted average __________ Last grade for research ________________

Average for previous degree ________ Grade for previous degree exam ____________

No. of articles published / accepted for conferences __________

State the names and dates of the conferences:

_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

No. of articles published / accepted for journals and dates ____________

State the names of the journals [provide details about the articles in the resume]

_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

No. of articles sent for publication and not yet accepted _____________

State the names of the conferences/journals:

_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

Are you a candidate for a scholarship from another external fund (in which no decision has as yet been made)? If so, state the name of the scholarship ______________________

Additional comments and recognitions of excellence:

_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

Date ________________ 

Candidate’s signature ________________